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ABSTRACT 

The primary purpose of a laboratory exhaust system is to 
remove and convey fumes from the fume hoods and laboratory 
spaces to an area for safe discharge. This requires discharge 
conditions that allow good dispersion and prevent re-entrain
ment. Since laboratories are usually designed for once
through air ( 100% makeup air with no recirculation), a 
secondary purpose is energy recovery from the exhaust stream. 

Laboratory exhaust systems have typically one of two 
arrangements. They are either individual, with each hood 
having its own exhaust fan and stack, or they are central, with 
multiple hoods served by common fans and stacks. 

This paper summarizes the rationale used during the 
design of a large central laboratory exhaust system. Consid
erations such as wake analysis, diversity, energy recovery, 
special exhausts, andfan sequencing to maintain stack velocity 
are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

Laboratory exhaust systems have typically one of two 
arrangements: individual or central. Each arrangement has 
specific advantages and disadvantages. Sometimes unique 
situations clearly dictate one arrangement over the other. 
When either arrangement will work safely, the decision may 
come down to what the owner is familiar and comfortable 
with, or the cost. 

With the possible exception of a single-story facility 
having roof-mounted equipment, the arrangement must be 
agreed upon early because of its impact on building layout. A 
multistory facility with individual exhausts typically requires 
greater floor area for the numerous vertical duct chases. The 

same facility with central exhaust may require a greater floor
to-floor height for the exhaust manifolds serving each level. 
Issues such as type and quantity of chemicals used and poten
tial interaction should be reviewed with the researchers who 
will occupy the facility. 

For many years, individual systems were the preferred 
arrangement for laboratory exhaust. Each hood had a single 
up-blast discharge fan, preferably located on the roof or in a 
fan room away from the laboratory space. Older installations 
were often constant volume or had on-off switches and an indi
cator light at each hood. Newer installations have variable
speed or two-speed fans, sometimes automatically controlled 
based on sash position or occupancy. 

Advantages of an individual system include no possible 
interaction with other exhaust streams; exhaust fan shutdown 
affects only one hood; and simple, low-cost installation for a 
small number of hoods. Disadvantages include lower effi
ciency, difficult energy recovery, higher installed costs, higher 
maintenance costs, higher cost to provide redundancy, more 
roof penetrations, and a higher concentration of contaminants 
in individual streams. The minimum flow may be limited to 
maintain a minimum stack exit velocity. 

The central system consists of multiple hoods connected 
to common fans and stacks. This arrangement is more preva
lent in larger facilities where economies of scale take effect. 

Advantages of a central system include dilution of 
contaminants, lower installed costs, lower energy use, 
improved energy recovery potential, less equipment to main
tain, and easier to provide redundancy. Disadvantages include 
potential contamination of entire system from upset in one 
hood, potential hazards from intermixing chemicals, and the 
failure of one fan may affect several hoods. 
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FACILITY DESCRIPTION 

The facility described in this paper is a medicinal chem
istry building that contains 50 wet chemistry laboratories with 
150 fume'hoods. The fume hoods are 12 ft wide and have four 
vertical ·;sashesv The wet chemistry' laboratories 1account :for 
about ]5% of the laboratory space. There are also several 
support and speeialized. laboratories. 

The buildii1g has a gross floor area of approximately 
138,000 ft2• with four levels of laboratocy space, a mechanical 
equipment penthouse on the fifth level, and a partial basement 
also for mechanical equipment. 

The floors are arranged with a personnel corridor around 
the perimeter of the building and a servi\:.e. EQr,ri.\i<),fJongitudi
nally through the center. Offices are adja~ent to the personnel 
cqrridor and have passage to the laboratories. The labor;:i.tories 
are between the oft},ces and service corridor, with passage to 
ei);ber. There is a. fo.ill-story atrium at the center with areas for 
irif~rmal interaction and breaks. Figure 1 shqws a,typical floor 
plan. 

The faeility was initially occupied in late 1995. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Cenirai vs. individuC;Ji Exh~usi Arrangement 

This decision was easy. Considering the· size of the'fa~il
ity, the number'of ooods; and similarity of\he researcfr'fronl. 
lab to lab, we decided to use a central exhaust system. Tne 

Figure 1 Typical floor plan. 
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initial cost~ space i;equirements, energy uS(i!, and maintenance 
of over 150 individual fans would have i:?e.en significantly 
more than the six large exhaust fans we currently have. 

Although indix,idual systems were discussed, they were 
never given serious consider~tion, except for a limited number 
of specml exhapsts that are discussed lat,er. 

Wake Analysis 

The site is a research cadrpirs'.Wifil a sloping terrkn.'¥here 
are multiple buildings and ~ultiple laboratories of various 
'heights. It was essential to det&rinine the effebt lliis building 
might have on others, as well 'as the effect the' surrounding 

1buildings might have on 'this building: . 

The an';lf ysis required est~blishiyg building configura
tions, stack.locations flows, and emission rates for the ex.istjpg 
and new facilities. The difficult part WfiS estimating ~mission 
rates. F,ortunately, the site environmental group had recently 
completed a study cJf a similarlabor~tory and estimat~cl,emis
sions with a material.balance of cnemical use over dme. A 
probable emission rat6 was dei'eloped by creating a iatio ibf the 
1.inear f bet of hood iri tlle new facility to thatof the sihlilar facil
ity. The analysis \Vks based on a 3000 fpin exit velocity and 
assumed th~ total daily emissions occurred o~er an eight-hour 
period. The wbrst casiresults showed that the concentrations 
preUicted to be entrained into theintake~\(tere 0.04% to 5.62% 
of the eight-hour time-weighted average (TWA). Tne analysis 
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also investigated ai~master plan" configuration with proposed 
buildings considi:lred. 

The wake analysis was performed aft~r the determination 
of basic building size' and location.' the i:lecision to use a 
central exhaust arrangement had been made, but stack'focati~ri 
was flexible, pendiri~ the results of the anilysis. ·The final 
stack location was that assumed for the analysis. 

ExhaustSystem Duct Co,~figurations 

We copsid\ied two pos13ible config~ations. The first had 
one .c9tPJTIOI,1,,exhaust. manifold located il,1 :Jthe penthouse 
(Figure 2a). Tue individu~l hoods w,ould be vertically ducted 
to the manifold. The individual airflow control valves would 

' ,.: .....• >··-1· 
be in the penthouse jhsf before each duct connected to the 
n:fahifold. One advanta~e was a potential reducti6n in floor-to
floor hbght since a manifold was not required afeach level. 
Th'1~arrangement was not chosen becali~e the l~~e riumber of 
duchisers would have rufunadceptable space 'requii-iment at 
the;\ipp~r levels. Sorhe11of)he existirig buildings ~se this 

, , 'T j r)•""•.f'>.)'' "· :·' t - -ll n 

arrangeme~t. Ren9v~!iOn.~as been difi)fult when agl;iitim;i~l 
hoods or larger hoods are required. Ducts from the . lower 

} . ~;_{I. '· ; ( ' '.._;, - : . ' . , 

levels are difficulf to run. We did not like the req:ip~e Jpqttion 
of the control valves in relation to,th~hoods. Th.e cq11ce~ w~s 
'a fag in the respon,~.e., espe9i:1~yJoi: ~e hoods, 0~1 the)8~er 
ley~ls. 

Figure 2a Individual risers to central manifold. 
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The second configuration has arr exhaust manifold on 

each level serving all the hoods on that le,vel (Figure.2b ). Each 
manifold then>runs vertically to the. penth@n,se where it 
connects t'0 a manifold common for the;facility. The, control 
valves are located in each. duct run near the hoods they serve. 
The ducts from the hoods to the manifold were arranged so the 
control valves were accessible andrnot ovet a hood or bench. 
This arrangement provides greater flexibiihy :for future 
changes since the diict run from the hood to the filanifold is 
relatively short and :accessible. We chose to use tlie second 
configuration. · ' " 

Energy:R~covery 
"}~~; '~~' 

The facility· uses once-through air with no recirculation. 
The high' volume of conditioned air represents' a significarlt 
energy cost. We installed run-around propylene glycol loops 
for energy recovery. 

The system consists of ,six heat rec(}very '?Oils in the 
exhaust stream (one for each exhaust fan, four heat recovery 
coils in the supply air handlers, and dualccirculating pumps). 
The system circulates glycol when the exhaust air is cooler 
than the outdoor air during th®coolihg mode and warmer than 
th~, outdoor air dy,~ng the heating 11?f,!d"" There is a dead band 
dupng mild weather when the circul%1-~il:Jgptp;nps do not oper
ate. 
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Central Exhaust Manifold 
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The run-around loop was chosen over other heafrecovery 
systeins primarily because'offlexibihty in loc~hng the equip
ment' Although the exhaust fans and air haridlers are all in the 

pwcedu):e. We do i;equire ~aint~nance per~q~el to wear 
f>r?t~ct!ve equipment, duri~g m<,tjnten,anceproq~chyes. 

~eniliouse, they are not converiieri'tly adjacent to kach ofuer. P~versity 
Using;exchangers requirl!lg adjacent exha'tist ahd supply " '· 
streams wo~lci'have requii6d' addit16nal rim~' of large duct- The determination of diversity for a laboratory is different 
work. Since the r.xhaust stream ... was potentially hazardous, than for an office building. Variation in office cooling require-

ments.is primarily due'to"vadatron in solar load. Since peak cross-contamination of the supply with the exhaust had to be . . . . . 
eliminated. Another complicating factor was the unequal c?olmg loads on_ o~positc sides o~ a b~1ldmg d~ not oc~ur 
number of exhaust fans vs. supply units. A high degree of flex- simultaneously, it is prudent engmeenng practice to size 
ibility was desired since any combination .. gf exhaust .aml·-···· ~q~iPrn~P.t !c:! ha~ql~.E~'!!~:J?.!1ilsfingJQ_a._~ rath~r than to size for 
supply equiprpent could he nmning at a given time. the s~m of all the individu~ peaks. This is a value that can be 

The system is'designed to raise the incoming air temper- predicted and calculated with reasonable accuracy. 
ature about 27°F on apeak winter day (10°F outsideair) and Jn a laboratory with a.high hood density, the ventilation 
cool it about {°F ona.peak.s.ummer day (95° oytside.air). We . l()!!~LM<t~oad_vajat:ipn areJli9~atedl:)y hood use. At any point 
have not run a formal capaci!y test on the systeip., but obser- in time J.E a: l_arge facility •. ~_percentage of personnel will be 
vations of teropei;athre differential~ using the control system away on business tra~el, meetings, breaks, :Vacation, and s_o 
instrumentation indicate it is perfohning close to design. on. In a laboratory, S<fmei;esearchers may be at work at therr 

We had concerns regarding the safety of personnel during desks and away from the fume hoods. }f ~hef are energy and 
system cleaning and filter change, the cleaning frequency, and safety conscious, the sashes will be in the lmfoimum position. 
the long-tenri integrity of the h~at recovery units. After The diversity factor for an individual exhaust arrange-
approximately three years oroperation, tfie fnforior oftheuiiits meiif dOesnof affect exlia:iisfduct or fan sizing since each indi-
are exceptionallfclean:TheiiHei elemeiifs' are cfianged aoouf v1duai' system should bedes!gned for '1ocr%" capacity. It may 
once per year. The units have not required cleaning other than affect common ,~lements SUl:(h a~ tl).e ~~pply air syst~p:l ,or 
vacuuming, which is performed as part of the filter change building electii'c~l service. For a c~ntral' ~xhaust arrru:ige;Jient, 
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the use of a diversity factor affects the entire ventilation 
system and allows ,smaller manifolds, supply fans, exhaust 
fans, and electrical seryice. 

When designing our facility, we had to make a judgment 
call on what diversity factor to use. We agreed on 75%, mean
ing the maximum airflow requirementwould be based on 75%· · 
of the fume hoods at normal flo~ lll1<! 25%'at lQW flow. Thi~--
allowed the design flow to be reduced by about 25,000 cfm, or 
about 10%, with a corresponding reduction of fan, coil, and 
duct size. 

After three years of occupancy, the actual diversity factor 
is running between 65% and 70% during peak usage periods, 
usually between 10 a.m. and noon, and a little lower during the"

booster exhaust fan were installed, the entire system would 
have to operate at a greater negative pressure. This would 
require additional fan and motor capacity and a heftier duct 
design and would also waste energy. Access for frequent 
maintenance would be a problem, particularly since the mate
rial being collected was likely to be highly hazardous. Any 

.. spil(would be in a normally occupied area and be difficult to 
control and remediate. 

We decided to implement the-second option and installed 
.ten ductsirfthe verficar.chases ana in the stack enclosures 
·(areas that would not be accessible after construction was 
complete). These w.ould have take"offs at each level where 
horizontal duct could be run to .a .. specific laboratory and 
connected to the hood requiring special exhaust. Space was rest of the day. 

Special Exhaust Systems 

· · - ·.:~ reserved in th~ penthouse for in6ta.Iiatfon of filters, scrubbers, 
and fans. Since the stacks would not be used until a special 
~xhaust system was installed, caps »;ere provided to prevent 

Disadvantages of a central exhaust include cross-contam- ·~···-.collection of rain and birds from building nests. 
ination, interaction of the exhaust streams, and potential To date, the need for special exhaust systems has not 
contamination of the entire system by one: user. During labo~.-·.- materialized:~~·: -- ····· - -" 
ratory programming activity, the users were asked to identify · ·· ;. 
operations that would be sensitive to these concerns and would SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS 
possibly require HEPA filtration or scrubbing prior .Jo . ., ' 
discharge. Less than five were identified. How could this best Supply System 
be accommodated? 

We considered two possibilities. One was to locate the 
additional equipment when it was needed between the hood 
and main exhaust header, above the false ceiling. The second" 
was to provide for a limited number of special exhausts in the 
original design. 

The advantage of the first scenario was lower initial c~st, 
as there wdtiid thioreticall/be no additional expenditure until 

·' ' }t.~ ... : .· '._ ';_ ' :·,' . -;·- :''' ' : "': - , - ' ' '"' ' 'i -- ~: !_~' 

a special eXhatist was required. There were several disadvan-
tages. Space limitations above the dropped ceilin_g nmx 
prevent installation of the required equipment. Filters" and 
s~bbers impose ;µi. additional,, pressure dn~p; Unless a 

The suppl;y system~consists-of four air-handling units 
l<:icated in the fifth~level penthouse (Figure 3). All four units 
are required to handle the peak loads~·assuming 75 % diversity. 
When a iinit is Clown, tliree can handlttilie facility with admin
istrative controls to remind researchers to maintain hood 
sashes ai miili.ihum positions. The supply fans are1 ~ontrolled 
with variable-frequency• drives .. 'J'he air is drawn through 
louvers'i~'t~· ~ pl~num th~t is 8 ft d~ep ana extends the length 
of th,e buildin.&~ ,The air handlers draw from this plenunLand 
dis<;parg~·inf~ a:·.~g~mon ~!!PPl~_ipanifold runn.~n,g" the.~(:ngtl,i 
of the peritbouse: There isaclamper at the 'outlet of each air 
handle~ th~t s~ry~~:a~ b~~h·l~moKe and isolation damper. 

4th Level ~9,Pf .:::-·~ , , 

' ~. 

'''"' 
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The supply manifold splits at.either end of the.penthouse 
into downcomers located at each corner of the building. The 
downcowers branch at each floor level. The main pranches 
run above the personnel corrid,ors on the !!PM ~d soyth sides 
of the. buil.ding and .cm~nect in I the middle. The secondary 
branches of.!he office and laboratory supply comeyff the main 
branches. 

One dc:>ign:.issuc. was whether to locate the air handlers 
and air intakes bigh or low. Some other buildings on site have 
their air handlers at basement or ground level. We reviewed 
the pres:, and cons of each location and decided to locate them 
in the penthouse, pending the re.sults of the,wake analysis. As 
;lioted 'earlier, the¥redicted levels of entrainment were s0 low 
that this was not an issue. , 

The advantages of a ground floor or basement location 
include less potentiaHor vibra'tion and nO:i'se problems, shorter 
steam ana chilled water pipe nins,. and '):mtentially easier 
removal and replacement of large bulky items such as motors, 
coils, and fa,1 assemblies. It is also perceived that locating 
iwiak:es further fi:om the exhaust:stack discharge reduces the 
possibility of entrainment of ,fumes. The disadvantages of a 
low intake include higher filter load due to traffic and lawn 
mowing. Several. buildings with low intakes require more 
frpqµent filter changes when salt and sand are applied to the 
roads and parking lots. There is.a higher concentration of 

EF = Exhaust Fan 
HRU = Heat Recovery Unit 

exhausdiumes at groumi level, and they are more noticeable in 
the buildings with low intakes. Perhaps the greatest disadvan
tage was cost, since significantly more basement area would 
be required to house the air handlers and associated duct. The 
site has many rock formations, and excavation carries a high 
contingency allowance. 

Ext'laust System 

The exhaust ~ystem consists of 1six centrifugal exhaust 
fans, each with its own heat recovery coil and discharge stack 
(Figure 4). The fans· are controlled with vanahle~frequency 
drives. Vertical exhaust ducts are run from each level at either 
end and from the center of the building to the penthouse: Here 
they connect to a large duct running the length of the' pent
house and split to each exhaust fa.11. There is a.11 isolation 
damper in each heat recovery unit to isolate each fan when it 
is not running. 

rne exhaust fans were sized so iiny five can hli.ndle the full 
building load. The rationale was ti1iat exhaust'is more critical 
tlian supply, thus the spare fan. WWf ar6 there six exhaust fans 
ahd four supply arr handlers? We tried td:achieve some level 
6f balance. Theoreticillly, we could1have put three fans on one 
side and two on the other, but we were not confident bf how 
well the system would balance out if a fan failed on the side 
that had only two fans. 

f] 
IU 
I I 

Centra! Exhaust Manifold 
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---.I Penthous-e __ __.I~......_.._.~~ Ii-.-_ _____.,...___. 
Fourth Level 

Third Level 

Second Level 

First Level 

Air Flow 
Control Valve 

Figure 4 Exhaust system diagram. 
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Each fan has its own stack. The stacks are necked down 
at the discharge to increase exit velocity. For protection during 
extended outages, the.ductwork to each stack has an intern,al 
dam and a drain to :.control rainwater and prevent it from 
running back to the fan. During. normal operation, the exit 
velocity is sufficient to prevent rainwater.entry. 

Two exhaust fans are connected to the standby electrical 
supply to keep the hoods negative and pid*'ide a minimum 
exhaust fl()w during electrical outages .. This should not be 
done on,an i~dividual exhaust arrangement unless done on all 
fans to p~ev~nt.b(;lckflow tqrpugh idle hoo~is. 

Designing. flexibility into a centr,W arrangement; in 
coqjunction with administrative control can minimize the 
need for spare capacity. As noted earlier, five of the six exhaust 
fans will maintain,,ifdequate flow assuming 75% diversity. 
Four fans will maintain adequate flow <i,t about 30% diversity. 
Although this would undoubtedly be an inconvenience to the 
occupants, they co:uld_ conqnue their.~esearf'psafely as l9ng as 
.~~<:;Y,ikept two.<;>f tl},e threyJ~99d& in tl:ie low-flow position until 
tfie fan was repai~~P: :Cpmpl}.fe this tor.fill }ndividual arrange
ment or a facil!ty ¢,qt hfldrseveral smal}er,central arrangements 
that were not cross-cql}.nected. Unlesi>1:1;here was a one-to-one 
redundancy, when q fan went down, the researchers would not 
be able to safely u;~ the hood or hoods connected to it. 

Controls 

Because of the potential1variability of exhaust flow, a 
well-thought-out control system and sequence is necessary for 
a safe aP.d comfortable laboratory environment (Figure 5). The 

TO 
BAS, 

CP 

,,_,,,.,,...,. .. ,««-·.-···-·-,-~,--,,... ="<.'<>< _ _,,._._. 

[ 

air volm1llf!'is controlled at the laboratozy ieveli. wqile pressure 
aontrol and fan sequencing are controlled at the S}'stem level. 

Hood exhaust is controlled at two flow levels. When the 
sash aggregate opening is between oo/o arid 20%, the hood is 
at 16\v flow. When the sash aggregate opening is 2'0'o/d to 50%, 
the hood is at normal flow. The sys'tem alarms when the aggre
gate opening is greater than 50%. The determining factor for 
low.flow is minimum comfott ventilation. Normal airflow is 
based on the minimmn desired face velocity. 1ihe·hoods are 12 
ft wide and have· four vertical sashes-. During prngramming, 
the researchers agreed .that they wou'td not need 1aggregate 
openings greater thari 50%except for an occasional setup. The 
supply air tracks•the exhaust air. Each lab'6tatory is.balancetft 
to draw approximately 800 cfm from the adjacent offices. 
There &.e five airflow si::nsors and c;:ontrol valves per labora
tory: one for th~ §upply ~r, ol,'.leJpr eacp of the thre~fume 
hoods, ru;i,_d onefor the weigh station. The flow coD;1ifQl v~ves 
respond tPitJi.e signal from,, the flow senspr and are pressµre 

.. independent. , , . ·;i 

The system airflow is the sum of the individual hood •alfid 
weigh station airflows. There-is no 1overall system contrmfor 
flow. The negative pressure in the exhaust manifolds' 'from 
each level is monitored, and the exhaftsttlf.an speeds are 
changed in unison to maintain the desired set point of the 
lowest reading. Each exhaust fan has an airflow monitoring 
station in its inlet. This reading is used to determine stack exit 
velocity. When the stack velocity of any of the on-line fans 
falls below 3100 ft/min $:itl remains there for five minutes, a 
fan is stopped. When the ~tack velocity o.f any of the fans goes 

,.---I ~J____,i~~l'"t--j~ -l><J 
t t SUPPLY 

AIR 

. ·~-. - --·- ~~·--·~ 

r-'-;-'--~~..L-~~-'---'..J....__J'--.~~-'-..L-. 

" .Ffa = Flow Element 
.ECV = Flow Control Valve 

~:..-:::"'~ ~,.:..~·:;;;:1uWJf:!i;i1lmf:IH"f<M'fn~ 
SS d= Sash Sensor 
CP ;~ := Control Panel 

.. :JvtA = Hood Monitor/Alarm 

Figure 5 Typical fume hood control. \ '·'' . . . ' 
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above 3600 ft/min a.1d remains there for five minutes, another 
fan is started. When either happens, the on-line fans will 
change speed to maintain desired negative static pressure. 

One of the drawbacks of an individual exhaust arrange
ment is maintaining a minimum exit velocity at minimum 
flow. A minimum exit velocity of 3000 ft/min is recommended 

COMMISSIONING 

Commissioning is important to verify that the facility 
operates in accordance with the intended design. It is more 
than the normal test-adjust-balance of the air systems or the 
verification of hood containment and face velocity. It is partic
ularly critical for a central arrangement since improper oper
ation affects all hoods. A deficiency may be difficult to correct 
without significant disruption once the facility is occupied. 
Unfortunately, commissioning takes place toward the end of a 
project when it is behind schedule and over budget. The temp
tation is to take shortcuts or eliminate it entirely. 

We recognized the importance of proper commissioning 
for this facility because of the complexity of the control 
sequences. Although the airflows within each lab cycled 
correctly as r.he sashes were raised and iowered and the areas 
were kept comfortable, we felt that did not prove all controls 
sequences were functioning correctly. 

Commissioning the exhaust system consisted of feeding 
false signals to the controls to simulate different temperatures, 
flows, and pressures, then observing how the equipment 
reacted vs. the design control sequence. The benefits were 
weH worth the additional effort. As an example, we discovered 
errors in the algorithm that converted exhaust fan flow rate to 
stack velocity. They were simple algebraic errors. One was the 
wrong conversion factor and the other was a flipped fraction, 
which resulted in a decreased indicated stack velocity as the 
flow increased. These probably would never have been 
discovered over years of normal operation. It gave us the 
opportunity to experience design parameters such as 
programmed time delays and decide if they were reasonable. 
We also found the more typical deficiencies, such as sticking 
dampers and sensors requiring calibration. 
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CONCLUSION 

There are several factors that influence the choice 
between individual and central exhaust arrangements. For 
many years, individual arrangements were preferred, but with 
the advent oflarger facilities and better controls, it is becom
ing easier to maximize the benefits of central systems. The 
arrangement should be decided on early in the platming of a 
facility since each Lype is sufficiently unique to have a major 
impact on building layout. 

Even after the basic arrangement is determined, there are 
variations that may be more suitable for specific applications. 
It is important to have a good understanding of how the 
researchers will use the facility and include them in the plan
ning. This may dictate the arrangement of specific systems 
and will be helpful in predicting a reasonable diversity factor. 

Use common sense when sizing duct and equipment. 
Flexibility may be more important than excess capacity in a 
central arrangement since capacity shortfall may be managed 
ad.'llinistratively to minimize impact. 

Look for energy recovery opportunity. Because laborato
ries use once-through air, they are high energy consumers. 
Central arrangements simplify energy recovery. 

Commissioning is an essential part of a successful project 
and is especially critical for central systems. A poorly 
commissioned facility will cost more in the long run from high 
energy use, safety incidents, and work disruption of an occu
pied facility. 

Regardless of the arrangement, the safety of the occu
pants is the prime concern. 
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